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Abstract — The efficacy of a simple, electrically small, low-profile, Huygens source antenna that radiates in its broadside direction is demonstrated numerically and experimentally. First, two types of electrically small, near field resonant parasitic (NFRP) antennas are introduced and their individual radiation performance characteristics are discussed. The electric one is based on a modified Egyptian axe dipole NFRP element; the magnetic one is based on a capacitively loaded loop (CLL) NFRP element. In both cases the driven element is a simple coax-fed dipole antenna, and there is no ground plane. By organically combining these two elements, Huygens source antennas are obtained. A forward propagating demonstrator version was fabricated and tested. The experimental results are in good agreement with their analytical and simulated values. This low magnetic one is based on a capacitively loaded loop (CLL) NFRP element; the fabricated and tested. The experimental results are in good agreement with their analytical and simulated values. This low profile, low, ka = 0.645, prototype yielded a peak realized gain of 2.03 dB in the broadside direction with a front-to-back ratio (FTBR) of 16.92 dB. A backward radiating version is also obtained; its simulated current distribution behavior is compared to that of the forward version to illustrate the design principles.

Index Terms — Broadside directivity, electrically small antennas, Huygens source, low profile, metamaterial-inspired structures, near field resonant parasitic antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their compact sizes preferred in many wireless communication platform designs, electrically small antennas (ESAs) have been extensively studied over the last few decades. In order to attain many of the desired radiation performance characteristics that are suitable for numerous wireless applications, there has been a great diversity of ESA designs reported with a variety of standard and more exotic configurations and operational mechanisms [1]-[9]. Nonetheless, because of their small electrical sizes, their directional radiation performance is constrained by basic physics [10], [11] to be electric or magnetic dipole-like. This means their peak realized gains and front-to-back ratios (FTBRs) are generally quite low. Considerable effort has been expended on improving the directional performance of ESAs. Higher directivity, efficient ESAs would be advantageous for many practical engineering applications, e.g., for long-distance and point-to-point wireless communications [12]-[13]; RFIDs [6], [14], [15]; and wireless power transfer (WPT) [16]-[19]. The common existing approaches can generally be classified into the following three categories. The first is the placement of an effective medium beneath the radiator that acts as an in-phase reflector, such as reactive impedance surface (RIS) substrates [20]; electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures [21], [22]; and meanderline-shaped slot-structured conductor discs [23], [24]. The second is the arrangement of two, three or more radiators with similar structures, e.g., monopoles [25]-[29]; electrical dipoles [30], [31]; and magnetic dipoles [32]; and ESAs [33], [34]; into an array to realize quasi-Yagi endfire configurations. The third is the construction of Huygens sources using pairs of electric and magnetic resonators/dipoles [35]-[38].

Comparing their physical operating mechanisms and physical structures, the Huygens source approach has distinct advantages over the other two [39]. For instance, increasing the number of radiating elements to form an array increases the overall length of the antenna system [25]-[34]. Furthermore, augmenting a radiator with periodic structures increases both its transverse size and height [20]-[24]. In contrast, electrically small, low profile, broadside radiating versions, which radiate preferentially into a hemisphere opposite the platform they are on, would be beneficial to many IoT (internet of things) wireless applications, e.g., on-body devices, RFIDs, WPT or harvesting systems, and environmental control and monitoring (sensor) systems.

Nevertheless, simple Huygens source ESA designs are difficult to realize in practice. Commonly, one would resort to combinations of completely separate electrical and magnetic dipoles, i.e., each radiator has its own input port and, hence,
potentially a different input impedance matching requirement, and would attempt to achieve a certain degree of isolation between them [33], [35], [37], [38]. The end result is bulky and requires an additional design step - the alignment of the phase centers of the two radiators. Single feed designs have been successfully obtained [36], [40]-[43]. However, each has a certain drawback which restricts its widespread engineering application. On the one hand, the printed antenna designs radiate preferentially along the substrate, leading to a high profile along the mainbeam direction (\(\sim 0.15 \lambda_0\)) where \(\lambda_0 = c/f_0\) is the free space wavelength corresponding to the frequency of operation: \(f_0\) [36]. On the other hand, the magnetoelectric dipole antennas [40]-[43], due to the inherent physical mechanisms of each of their electric and magnetic dipole combinations and the presence of the associated ground plane, inescapably make their electrical size not small (i.e., \(ka = 2\pi a/\lambda_0 > 1.0\), where \(a\) is the radius of the smallest sphere that completely encloses the entire antenna system at \(\lambda_0\) [9]). For example, the indispensable large ground plane needed to decrease the patch size and produce the equivalent magnetic dipole behavior in [41, 43] yields an antenna that has \(ka \approx 5.91\); and the requisite 180° phase delay between the two slots of the antenna reported in [42] makes the entire system \(ka \approx 2.66\).

While it has been recently demonstrated numerically that extremely low-profile Huygens sources can be obtained [44], the reported designs are possible, but are complicated. Their configurations require multiple metamaterial unit cells which include lumped elements, making them difficult to fabricate and test. Moreover, because of the presence of the multiple near-field resonant parasitic (NFRP) elements, their Q-factors are increased significantly; and, hence, their -10dB fractional impedance bandwidths are quite small (~0.06 %).

In this paper, based on the concepts reported in [44], a simple, low-profile, single-feed, broadside radiating, high-FTBR, Huygens source ESA is demonstrated numerically and experimentally. First, both the electric and magnetic NFRP dipole ESAs from which it is derived are introduced in Section II. These metamaterial-inspired ESA designs consist of a coax-fed dipole and, respectively, a modified Egyptian axe dipole (EAD) NFRP element and a capacitively loaded loop (CLL) NFRP element. The performance characteristics of both of these ESAs are investigated in detail. With \(ka = 2\pi a/\lambda_0 < 1.0\), each of these electrically small antennas radiates as an elemental dipole. They are organically combined in Section III to form the desired single-feed, low-profile Huygens source ESA. The resulting performance characteristics are obtained. A forward radiating demonstrator was fabricated and tested. The experimental results will be shown to be in good agreement with their simulated values. This prototype antenna was electrically small, \(ka = 0.645\), and low-profile with its height being \(\sim \lambda_0/20.45\). It produced a 2.03 dBi peak realized gain and a 16.92 dB FTBR value. Its simulated directivity is 4.70 dBi, which was very close to the maximum analytical value: 4.77 dBi [36]. In contrast to the electrically large Huygens source antennas reported in [41] and [43] which have a 1.33×1.33 \(\lambda_0^2\) radiating cross-section, the one introduced here is only 0.0329 \(\lambda_0^2\) in transverse size, a 53.80 times reduction. Similarly, in contrast to the electrically large magnetoelectric dipole antenna reported in [42] whose radiating cross-section is 0.63×0.41 \(\lambda_0^2\), it is 7.86 times smaller.

In order to further investigate and illustrate the physical mechanisms of its Huygens source operation, a backward radiating version of the demonstrator was simulated. Comparisons of its current distributions with those of the forward radiating version help to further explain its operation. These design and operating principles are discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

We note that all of the metallic elements in the antenna designs reported in this paper were chosen to be copper with its known material parameters: \(\varepsilon_r = 1.0\), \(\mu_r = 0.999991\) and bulk conductivity \(\sigma = 5.8 \times 10^7\) Siemens/m. Similarly, the copper-cladded board material used was Rogers DuroidTM 5880 with 0.5 oz (17 µm) thick copper. All of the numerical simulations and their optimizations were performed using the frequency domain ANSYS/ANSOFT High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), version 13 [45]. An operational frequency near 1.5 GHz was selected for the design to ease the fabrication of the prototype and to match the available measurement equipment.

II. ELECTRICALLY SMALL NFRP DIPOLE ANTENNAS

A Huygens source ESA system can be achieved by properly combining electrically small electric and magnetic NFRP antennas [36], [44]. The metamaterial-inspired approach combines an electrically small resonator, i.e., the NFRP element, with a driven antenna. The NFRP element thus becomes the main radiator and the combination is tuned to achieve nearly complete matching to a 50 Ω source. Thus, a modified EAD NFRP element is first combined with a coax-fed dipole antenna to achieve the electric piece. Then a CLL element is combined with the coax-fed dipole to achieve the magnetic piece separately. Their individual physical mechanisms and radiation characteristics are discussed in detail in preparation for their eventual combination.

A. Electrically small electric dipole antenna

Fig. 1 presents the evolution of the electrically small electric dipole antenna. First, the traditional center-fed half-wavelength dipole antenna, together with its surface current distribution and radiation pattern at its resonance frequency, is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Since it is operating in its fundamental mode, the total length of dipole is approximately a half wavelength (\(\lambda_0/2\)) [46]. The current distribution shown in Fig. 1(a) is along the length of the dipole, i.e., along the X-axis on the metallic surfaces. The characteristic three-dimensional (3D) “electric dipole” directivity pattern (i.e., bi-directional in the XOZ(E)-plane and omni-directional in the ZOY(H)-plane [46]) is also shown.

Second, as is shown in Fig. 1(b), a typical EAD NFRP element is placed in the near field of the electrically small center-fed dipole antenna. It is designed in such a manner that the antenna system exhibits high radiation efficiency and good impedance matching to the 50 Ω source without any external matching network, even though the complete antenna system is electrically small in size: \(ka \sim 0.63\). The operating principles of this EAD NFRP antenna have been extensively explained in previous works [9], [22], [23], [31], and [47]. The surface current distributions on the metal surfaces are shown at the resonance frequency. As expected from any NFRP design [9],
they are primarily on the NFRP element. Its 3D directivity pattern indicates that it too is radiating as an electric dipole oriented along the X-axis.

Third, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the EAD NFRP element can be split symmetrically along the X-axis into two parts. As will be recognized in the Huygens source antenna configuration, this design choice facilitates the requisite overlap of the phase centers of the electric and magnetic dipole radiators [35]-[37], [44] by providing space in which the magnetic NFRP element can be placed. It also provides more tuning degrees of freedom. Simulations indicate that the resonance frequency of the resulting ESA ($ka \sim 0.63$) remains the same as found for the unmodified version. The surface current distributions and their orientation along the X-axis on the EAD NFRP elements mimic those displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b); and as its 3D directivity pattern shows in Fig. 1(c), it too radiates simply in an electric dipole mode.

**B. Electrically small magnetic dipole antenna**

The CLL element is now a common magnetic metamaterial unit cell inclusion that has been widely applied in the microwave field [48, 49]. It has also been used as a NFRP element that is either electrically or magnetically coupled to the driven dipole element to achieve antennas with electrically small size, high radiation efficiency, and good impedance matching to a 50 $\Omega$ source without any external matching network [9], [22], [50]. In order to obtain a symmetrical magnetic dipole radiation pattern in those cases, two methods have been generally applied. One is the use of a pair of CLL elements with their gaps in a face-to-face arrangement [36]. This configuration cancels out the impact of the asymmetrical current distributions that form on the X-oriented segments of the single CLL element shown in Fig. 2(b), i.e., the currents on the upper strip are stronger than those on the lower strip. One observes in Fig. 2(a) that the two inner strips are close to each other and their currents flow in opposite directions. The same is
true for the driven dipole arrangement which is taken from [36]. Consequently, the result is a cancellation of their effects. The net behavior then is an effective loop mode, which creates the magnetic dipole behavior. As inferred from Fig. 2(a), this magnetic dipole is oriented along the Y-axis. The other approach is the integration of a ground strap or ground plane with the CLL element. Because of the resulting image effect, this configuration is effectively equivalent to that shown in Fig. 2(a) [50].

It is clear when comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) that if the asymmetry of the current distributions along the X-axis in the single CLL case is not handled properly, then the expected magnetic dipole response is not obtained. Rather, it will act more like an electric dipole oriented along the X-axis and, thus, the desired Huygens source will not be attained. On the other hand, notice that the positioning of the driven dipole strips is changed from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(b). While it does not eliminate the asymmetrical current effects, the latter arrangement will accommodate the electric dipole-driven, single CLL element configuration when the EAD elements are present and will also facilitate recovery of the magnetic dipole radiation performance necessary for the Huygens source. This design is considerably different from the well-known single or double magnetic loop antennas [46]. This single CLL NFRP element is not directly connected with the excitation source nor is it driven by a loop antenna. Rather, it acts as a NFRP element in the presence of the driven dipole element. Furthermore, it enables the resulting antenna system to be nearly completely matched to the source at a much lower frequency, without any external matching circuit [9]. This outcome is quite important because if only one CLL element is used as the NFRP element, the total electrical size (ka) and height is reduced, respectively, from 0.72 to 0.53 and from \( \lambda_0/10 \) to \( \lambda_0/20 \). Consequently, the single CLL element version witnesses a reduction of approximately 26.4% in its electric size and 50% in its height.

As a remaining design step, it is thus critical to equalize the magnitudes of the top and bottom X-axis directed currents in the single CLL NFRP element when it is integrated with the modified EAD ESA to realize the desired Huygens source. This target performance will be realized with a customized arrangement of the CLL and EAD NFRP elements. These features of the design and its associated operational mechanisms will be discussed in Section III (C).

III. HUYGENS SOURCE ANTENNA

A. Design principles

According to existing design principles [35]-[37], [44], a broadside radiating Huygens source antenna would be obtained if its electric and magnetic dipoles (NFRP elements) are perpendicularly oriented (e.g., in the XOY-plane), have the same excitation magnitude, and have overlapping phase centers. Then, the main-beam direction of the resulting antenna would be vertical to those dipoles (e.g., along the Z-axis). The basic design concept for two orthogonal orientations of the individual dipoles is illustrated in Fig. 3.

It must be emphasized that the goal in any Huygens source ESA design is to achieve electric and magnetic dipoles having the same excitation magnitude. The associated FTBR behavior is illustrated in Table I as a function of the ratio of the excitation magnitudes between the electric and magnetic dipoles. These FTBR values are based on the combined analytic far-field expressions [36], [46] for orthogonally oriented electric and magnetic dipoles. While straightforward in principle, this goal is difficult to achieve in practice with an electrically small package [35].

![Fig. 3 Orthogonal design concepts of a Huygens source antenna that radiate along the +Z-axis as their broadside direction [35], [40], [41], [44], [46]. The electric and magnetic fields due to electric dipole are labeled: E, H; those due to the magnetic dipole are labeled: E', H'. The resulting Huygens source electric and magnetic fields are labeled: E", H".](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>+∞</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTBR (dB)</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Antenna design and performance characteristics

The EAD and CLL NFRP elements can be strategically combined as shown in Fig. 4. Both NFRP elements, as well as the coax-fed dipole are constructed with Rogers Duroid™ 5880 sheets. The sheets containing the EAD element and the dipole antenna are positioned parallel to each other. The sheet containing the CLL element is arranged between the two pieces of the EAD element and orthogonal to and centered on the dipole element. The geometrical centers of the EAD and CLL elements are almost overlapping. The structural parameters for the optimized design are given in Table II.

It is noted that this design is analogous to, but simpler than, the one reported in [44]. There, two and four CLL elements with lumped inductors combine to form the requisite magnetic dipole behavior, while the EAD element is unmodified but includes lumped inductors to achieve the corresponding electric dipole response. In contrast, only one CLL element is used in the present design. As noted previously, this will facilitate a lower Q-factor value and, hence, larger fractional bandwidth for the entire antenna system.

The coax-fed dipole is printed on the bottom surface (towards the source) of a 0.7874 mm (31 mil) thick 5880 sheet that lies in the XOY-plane. The EAD NFRP element is printed on the top surface of another 0.7874 mm (31 mil) thick 5880 sheet also lying parallel to the XOY plane. It produces the field of an electric dipole centered on the X-axis. The CLL NFRP element lies in the ZOX plane on a 0.508 mm (20 mil) thick 5880 sheet. As will be described in Section III(C), it is designed to produce
the field of a magnetic dipole oriented along the $Y$-axis in the presence of the modified EAD NFRP element. The rectangular gap shown in Fig. 4(c) between the two pieces of the EAD NFRP element is $33.4 \text{ mm} \times 0.508 \text{ mm}$. It is centered along the length of the dipole antenna. The Duroid board on which the magnetic element is printed is centered in this gap and, hence, on the dipole antenna.

We note that both the EAD and CLL configurations were not modified to achieve the Huygens source design. Moreover, the short coaxial cable illustrated in Fig. 4 was included with a 3 mm length in our simulation models to increase their accuracy. Furthermore, to ensure the mechanical stability of the antenna system during the installation and experimental processes, the two parallel substrates are connected with two pairs of hexagonal plastic nuts and screws. They are modeled in the simulations as vertical posts that pass through the two substrates. The vertical board is connected and fixed in place to the top of the dipole antenna board with AB cure adhesive. As found in our simulation studies, the presence of the posts degrades the radiation efficiency and the ease of impedance matching of the antenna system. Consequently, in the optimized final design, the posts were taken to be the smallest ones that could be purchased. They had $R_4 = 1.0 \text{ mm}$.

A prototype of this optimized design was fabricated, installed, and measured in one of the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC) anechoic chambers. The antenna was fed by a KTG 141-50 type, semi-rigid coaxial cable from Shenzhen Kansai Industrial LTD which had a 50 Ω characteristic impedance. The inner and outer conductors of the coaxial cable were vertically connected and soldered to the separated inner ends of the two metallic center strips of the driven dipole element. Photos of it alone and in the measurement chamber as the antenna under test (AUT) are shown in Fig. 5.

It is worth mentioning that the shorter cable included in the simulations is simply to model the actual transition from coax-line structure to the unbalanced dipole. According to those results, when the length of the feedline ($L_{\text{coax}}$) is longer than 60 mm, relatively strong surface currents appear on its
metallic outer wall. This effect (1) decreases the peak realized gain and FTBR values ~0.1 dB and ~0.67 dB, respectively, and (2) makes the radiation pattern tilt away from the broadside direction 3.0° in the E (Z0X) plane while having little impact on the radiation pattern in the H (ZOY) plane. In order to eliminate these undesirable effects, a one-quarter wavelength sleeve balun was designed to choke those measurement induced surface currents. It was attached on the feedline close to the antenna as shown in Fig. 5(b) [24], [51], [52].

The $|S_{11}|$ values as a function of the excitation frequency of the antenna were measured first using an Agilent E8361A PNA vector network analyzer (VNA). The measured results together with the corresponding simulation values are shown in Fig. 6. In order to emphasize the contribution of the balun on the antenna performance, the simulated $|S_{11}|$ values when the antenna is attached to a shorter coax feedline (3 mm), and when it is attached to a longer coax feedline (60 mm) are also plotted in Fig. 6. Comparing these results, it is readily observed that, when the coaxial cable is 3 mm, the antenna is well matched to the 50 $\Omega$ source at $f_0 = 1.502$ GHz with $|S_{11}|_{\text{min}} = -19.41$ dB. It has a -10 dB impedance bandwidth equal to 8.5 MHz.

The differences in the $|S_{11}|$ values in the neighborhood of $f_0$ for the longer coax cable arise from a certain amount of leakage current that appears on its outer wall, which in turn leads to field energy being radiated into undesirable directions. While $f_0$ essentially remains the same, this change in the load causes the $|S_{11}|_{\text{min}}$ value to increase. Moreover, the reflection coefficient does not go to one at frequencies above $f_0$. When the antenna and its feedline were integrated with the sleeve balun, those leakage currents were significantly reduced. As a consequence, the measured impedance matching performance was quite similar to that obtained for the shorter-balun simulation case. In particular, the simulation (measurement) results were $|S_{11}|_{\text{min}} = -17.69$ dB (-16.38 dB) at $f_0 = 1.502$ GHz (1.496 GHz) and the corresponding -10 dB impedance bandwidth was 8.1 MHz (9.3 MHz). Thus, the total height and electrical size at $f_0$ of the measured (simulated) Huygens source antenna system were, respectively, $\lambda_0 / 20.37 = 0.0491 \lambda_0 (\lambda_0 / 20.45 = 0.0489 \lambda_0)$ and $ka = 0.645 (0.642)$. These values confirm that the prototype Huygens source antenna was low-profile and electrically small. Moreover, the measured -10-dB fractional bandwidth is 0.62%, 10.36 times larger than that reported in [44].

Furthermore, our simulation studies show that if only the electric NFRP element is present, the resonance frequency of the antenna is $f_0 = 1.519$ GHz and its peak directivity equals 2.37 dBi. On the other hand, if it only has the magnetic NFRP element, its resonance frequency is $f_0 = 1.605$ GHz and its peak directivity equals 4.70 dBi, this organic combination of the two NFRP elements red shifts the resonance frequency (because of the presence of the additional capacitance that occurs between them) and it significantly increases (nearly doubles) the peak directivity.

The far-field radiation performance characteristics of the Huygens source antenna were studied analytically, numerically and experimentally. The experiments were carried out in an anechoic chamber at UESTC, which incorporates an Agilent N5230A PNA-L VNA and a SATIMO passive measurement system. The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns obtained at their resonance frequencies are compared with their analytical versions in Fig. 7. It is clear in all three cases that the antenna exhibits good broadside radiation performance. Their main-beam directions are all oriented along the +Z-axis, except for the measured case which has a slight tilt away from it: ~3.5°, in the ZOX (E-) plane and ~0.5° in the ZOY (H-) plane. Because of the consistency of the numerical results, we believe this tilt was introduced simply by the measurement set-up.

Fig. 6 Simulated and measured $|S_{11}|$ values versus the excitation frequency for the forward radiating Huygens source antenna, together with the simulated 3D directivity pattern at the resonance frequency, 1.502 GHz, for the 3.0 mm coaxial feedline case.

Specifically, the simulated (measured) peak realized gain value was 3.30 dBi (2.03 dBi) and the FTBR value was 18.76 dB (16.92 dB) at $f_0 = 1.502$ GHz (1.496 GHz). The realized gain values correspond to a radiation efficiency of only $RE = 71.60\%$. The reasons for this modest value will be explained below. The half-beam coverage was from -67° to 63° (-62° to 68°) in the E-plane and from -71° to 75° (-70.5° to 70°) in the H-plane. These were both quite close to the idealized analytical values: from -65.5° to 65.5°. Moreover, the simulated maximum directivity (strictly along +Z-axis) was 4.70 dBi, which was very close to the maximum analytical value: 4.77
in the E-plane (lower than -15.22 dB) and in the H-plane (lower than -18.81 dB) indicate that the prototype antenna has a relatively high polarization purity. Note that because the maximum cross-polarization levels in both planes in the simulations were lower than -32.7 dB, they are not plotted here.

After analyzing the experimental results, the main reasons for the differences in the simulated and measured behaviors have been traced to small dimension errors incurred during the fabrication and installation processes. Because the modified Egyptian axe and single CLL NFRP elements in the antenna design, as well as the sleeve balun, are all narrow-bandwidth resonant devices, these small variations have an impact on the results. For instance, the measured larger impedance bandwidth and the corresponding lower peak realized gain values are further indicators that there were additional losses, which can be ascribed to those errors.

C. Operational mechanisms

In order to more clearly explain the operational mechanisms of the broadside radiating, low-profile Huygens source antenna, the surface current distributions on both NFRP and the driven elements at its resonance frequency at different excitation phases (times) are shown in Fig. 8. The directions of these surface currents are highlighted with the additional solid (referring to the magnetic element) and dotted (referring to the electric element) arrows. One clearly sees that the presence of both NFRP elements does not prevent either of them from being excited by the driven dipole element and that these currents mimic their distributions when they are considered separately. With the observed currents on the EAD NFRP element, it will indeed radiate as an electric dipole along the X-axis. On the other hand, the single CLL NFRP element continues to have the asymmetry in its currents on its upper and lower horizontal strips. What has happened with the combination that makes it radiate as the requisite magnetic dipole oriented along the Y-axis?

First, notice in the integrated design that the CLL NFRP element is now closer to the driven dipole than is the EAD one. Thus, it is more strongly coupled to the driven dipole. This explains the presence of the very strong current distribution on its upper horizontal segment for all the illustrated phase values. Second, because the CLL NFRP element is placed between the pieces of the EAD NFRP element, it is also strongly capacitively coupled to them. Thus, the phase of the CLL currents can be modified by those pieces. Third, as is also apparent from Fig. 8, the EAD NFRP element is now closer to the upper horizontal segment of the CLL NFRP element than to its lower one. Because of this additional capacitive coupling, the currents on the upper surface of the center segments of the EAD pieces and those on the upper segment of the CLL element become out-of-phase with each other. Consequently, the net effect of the current on the upper segment of the CLL element is reduced by the current on the EAD pieces and is thus brought into balance with the lower segment. Notice that the relative phases of the currents on the upper and lower surfaces of the EAD pieces are most strongly influenced, respectively, by the upper horizontal segment of the CLL element and the upper surface of the driven dipole element. Nonetheless, the couplings between all these elements control the phase of the currents and, hence, the strengths of the net responses. For instance, the currents on the lower surface of the center segments of the EAD pieces are oriented out-of-phase to that of the currents on the upper surface for the times: T/4 and 3T/4. In summary, because of these two influential factors: the near-field presence of the EAD pieces and all of the consequent strong couplings between all of the elements, the undesirable pattern in Fig. 2(b) due to the asymmetrical current on the single CLL response is transformed into the desired magnetic dipole along the Y-axis shown in Fig. 2(a).

Having investigated these physical coupling mechanisms, it was found that one sensible design procedure would be as follows. Step 1: construct a CLL-based NFRP ESA (similar to that in Fig. 2(b)) and determine its operational frequency. Step 2: add a modified EAD NFRP element perpendicular to it and ensure that its phase center overlaps that of the CLL element. Step 3: shift the EAD resonance frequency to be close to that of the CLL element. Step 4: adjust the mutual coupling levels between the EAD and CLL NFRP elements to equalize, as closely as possible, the magnitudes of their radiated powers.

To understand what aspect of the tested prototype design has reduced the radiation efficiency to only $\text{RE} = 71.60\%$ from many of the previously NFRP ESAs which exceed 90% [9], we re-simulated the design removing the various losses. First,
simulating the antenna without the balun gives RE=73.19%. The 1.59% reduction due to the balun is a small effect. Second, the impact of the electric properties of the various NFRP elements was studied. These details of those results are presented in Table III. On one hand, by making the dielectrics lossless, the RE values improved only a little (~1%). Similarly, by only making the EAD pieces lossless, we again witnessed little change: a 1.74% improvement. On the other hand, there was a significant improvement (16.67%) when the magnetic element was made lossless. Clearly, the copper loss associated with the magnetic element plays the most important role in decreasing the antenna’s radiation efficiency. As shown in Fig. 8, this makes sense because the largest surface currents are present on it.

Table III. Impact of the material properties on the radiation efficiency of the Huygens source antenna

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NFRP element</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>tanδ=0 (substrate)</th>
<th>PEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only changing electric element</td>
<td>74.08%</td>
<td>74.93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only changing magnetic element</td>
<td>74.81%</td>
<td>89.86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing both elements</td>
<td>75.70%</td>
<td>92.85%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Backward Radiating Huygens Source Antenna

In order to further clarify the radiation mechanisms of the broadside radiating low-profile, Huygens source ESA design, another version that radiates in the opposite direction (along the –Z-axis) was obtained. The design follows the understanding gained from Fig. 9. Simply, by changing the phase on one of the dipole elements (i.e., either the electric or magnetic dipole by choice) by about π=7T/2, the Huygens source can be made to radiate in the –Z-direction.

Consequently, the same configuration shown in Fig. 4 was modified slightly to achieve the desired backward radiating response. The optimized design parameters are listed in Table IV. As expected from the results reported in [44] and as will be demonstrated below, the relative locations in height of the two NFRP elements provided the necessary phase change of the currents.

The simulated results for the optimized design are presented in Figs. 10-12. As is shown in Fig. 10, the antenna is well matched to the 50 Ω source at the resonance frequency $f_0 = 1.505$ GHz with $|S_{11}|_{min} = -16.63$ dB; its -10dB impedance bandwidth is equal to 7.6 MHz. Its electrical size at $f_0$ is $ka = 0.670$. It exhibits excellent backward radiation at $f_0$ with a maximum directivity of 4.71 dBi along the –Z-axis, and a 17.09 dB FTBR. Its peak realized gain and radiation efficiency are, respectively, 3.10 dBi and 70.44%.

Table IV. Optimized design parameters of the backward radiating Huygens source antenna (all dimensions are in millimeters)

| L_1 | L_2 | L_{c} | W_1 | W_2 | W_3 | W_4 | W_5 | R_1 | R_2 | R_3 | R_4 | R_5 | h_1 | h_2 | h_3 | h_4 | G_1 | G_2 |
|-----|-----|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 35.6 | 6   | 3    | 1.25 | 1.25 | 1.5 | 1.5 | 1.55 | 21.25 | 21.25 | 19.75 | 17.8 | 12  | 0.787 | 0.787 | 1.45 | 1.8 |

Fig. 10 Simulated $|S_{11}|$ values versus the excitation frequency for the backwards radiating Huygens source antenna, together with its 3D directivity pattern at its resonant frequency $f_0=1.505$ GHz.

Fig. 11 Normalized radiation patterns in the E- and H-planes for the backwards radiating Huygens source antenna at its resonance frequency $f_0=1.505$ GHz.

Also, the simulated 2-D normalized radiation patterns, together with the analytical ones, are presented in Fig. 11. The simulated half-beam widths in E- and H-planes are, respectively, in the interval from 115° to 245° and from 108° to 254°, which is close to the analytical range: 114.5° to 245.5°.
Because the maximum cross-polarization levels in both of these planes are lower than -44.3 dB, they were not plotted.

The surface current behaviors on the metallic elements of the antenna are shown in Fig. 12. In general, they appear to be the same as those with the forward radiating cases shown in Fig. 8. They are for the CLL NFRP element. Hence, the phase of the “magnetic dipole” does not change. However, the currents on the lower surface of the EAD NFRP are not. They have an opposite phase behavior. This means the phase of the “electric dipole” currents witnesses the requisite $\pi$ shift. Therefore, the combined “magnetic dipole” and “electric dipole” elements construct the Huygens source which radiates along the $-Z$-axis as expected from Fig. 9.

Additionally, notice that the current orientations on the four arc-shape parts of the upper surface of the EAD pieces are not in step with those on the two straight segments. This is clearly seen in the T/4 and 3T/4 cases for the forward radiation version in Fig. 8, and similarly for the 0 and T/2 cases for the backward radiation version in Fig. 12. Nevertheless, they always are oriented in step with those on the corresponding lower surfaces. This phenomenon indicates that the upper surface currents on the four arc-shape parts of the EAD pieces are mainly induced by the driven element, instead of the CLL element. Again, this behavior is opposite to the forward directed design.

Finally, as was already pointed out in Table III, the copper loss from the CLL element has the most significant impact on the antenna efficiency. As seen in Fig. 12, a very strong current is again concentrated on its upper horizontal strip. Also note that in all of the cases discussed so far, the widths of each strip of the CLL element were the same, i.e., $W_1 = W_2 = W_3$. Having realized the detrimental behavior of the upper strip after the prototype testing, we decided to explore numerically a possible way to improve it using this backward radiating case. Following the concept in [53], we studied what the impact would be of only increasing the width $W_1$ on the upper horizontal strip to decrease the current density on it and, hence, to balance it even more with the current density on the lower one. The strip width was increased from 1.25 mm to 2.0 mm and the antenna was retuned. We found that its radiation efficiency improved up to 80.92% (a ~10.48% improvement) with only moderate changes to the other performance characteristics. In detail, the $|S_{11}|_{\text{min}}$ = -20.65 dB at $f_0$ = 1.63 GHz with a -10dB impedance bandwidth equal to 10.7 MHz. The electrical size $ka$ = 0.70 and its maximum directivity was 4.68 dBi strictly along the $-Z$-axis with a FTBR 13.41 dB. With this initial success, other modifications of the CLL element are currently under consideration to achieve further improvements of the radiation efficiency.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A simple, electrically small, low-profile, Huygens source ESA that radiates primarily into its broadside direction has been presented in this paper. It consists of two NFRP elements, i.e., a modified (split) EAD element and a single CLL element. Antennas that were constructed with each of these NFRP elements were first introduced to understand their individual radiation mechanisms and performance characteristics. In the combined design, the EAD (CLL) NFRP element produced the electric (magnetic) dipole required for the Huygens source behavior. The capacitive coupling between these NFRP elements was utilized to eliminate the noted disadvantage of the single CLL element antenna, which had seriously degraded its magnetic dipole response. The design of the forward radiating Huygens source ESA was obtained and explained. A prototype version was fabricated and tested. The measurement results were in good agreement with the corresponding analytical and simulated values. A backward radiation version was also designed. It was used to further explain the radiation mechanisms of both designs. It was also used successfully to explore initial considerations to improve the radiation efficiency of both designs. Given the very good broadside radiation performance characteristics in spite of its low profile and electrically small size, the reported simple Huygens source ESA can be easily scaled to work at different frequencies for many practical applications, including precise transponders, sensor devices, GPS, RFID and wireless power transfer systems.

Fig. 12 Surface current distributions on the upper surface (left) and lower surface (right) of Egyptian axe, and on the CLL and driven elements of the antenna with backward radiation performance characteristics at $f_0$, with different excitation phases.
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